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Abstract Hypernym–hyponym (“is-a”) relations are key components in taxonomies, object
hierarchies and knowledge graphs. Robustly harvesting of such relations requires the anal-
ysis of the linguistic characteristics of is-a word pairs in the target language. While there
is abundant research on is-a relation extraction in English, it still remains a challenge to
accurately identify such relations from Chinese knowledge sources due to the flexibility of
language expression and the significant differences between the two language families. In
this paper, we introduce a weakly supervised framework to extract Chinese is-a relations
from user-generated categories. It employs piecewise linear projection models trained on an
existing Chinese taxonomy built fromWikipedia and an iterative learning algorithm to update
model parameters incrementally. A pattern-based relation selection method is proposed to
prevent “semantic drift” in the learning process using bi-criteria optimization. Experimental
results on the publicly available test set illustrate that the proposed approach outperforms
state-of-the-art methods.
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1 Introduction

A hypernym–hyponym (“is-a”) relation is a word/phrase pair (x, y) such that x is a hyponym
of y. These relations are extensively employed in machine reading [8], question classifica-
tion [28], query understanding [12], semantic computation [19] and other NLP tasks. The
extraction of is-a relations is necessary to construct fine-grained taxonomies for Web-scale
knowledge graphs [27,29,33].

In previous work, is-a relations were either obtained by using expert-compiled thesauri
such asWordNet [23], or automatically harvested fromvarious data sources. Since knowledge
in thesauri is usually limited in quantity and variety, it is more prevalent to harvest is-a
relations from online encyclopedias [25], Web corpora [33], etc. Currently, a majority of
existing methods focus on syntactic, lexical and/or semantic analysis on text corpora, but
most of these approaches are language dependent. It is not easy to apply methods for one
language to knowledge sources in another language directly. For example, in Chinese, the
word formation, grammar, semantics and tenses aremore flexible and irregular. Thus, pattern-
based methods can only cover few linguistic circumstances. As pointed out by Li et al. [17],
the performance of syntactic analysis and named entity recognition on Chinese corpora still
needs to be improved to support robust relation extraction. Furthermore, it is still difficult
to use machine translation-based methods to extract such relations because there are great
differences in word orders and grammar between English and Chinese [1].

More recently, word embedding (or distributed word representation) has been empirically
proved effective in modeling some of the semantic relations between words by the offsets of
word vectors [21,22]. The learning of word embeddings only requires shallow processing of
a large text corpus. As Fu et al. [9] suggest, the representation of is-a relations is more compli-
cated than vector offsets. By studying the relations of word embeddings between hyponyms
and their respective hypernyms, is-a relations can be identified by learning semantic predic-
tion models.

In this paper, we take an existing Wikipedia-based Chinese taxonomy that we previously
built [18] as the initial knowledge source, and consider the problem of harvesting Chinese
is-a relations from user-generated categories. User-generated categories are employed as the
knowledge source because they are fine-grained classes, concepts or topics manually added
by human contributors in online encyclopedias, vertical websites, etc. They provide high-
quality candidate hypernyms for entities. For instance, in Baidu Baike,1 the page
(Barack Obama) has the following categories: (Political Figure),

(Foreign Country), (Leader) and (Person). Given an entity and
its category set, we aim to predict whether each category name is the hypernym of the entity.
In this way, new is-a knowledge can be continuously added to the taxonomy. However, using
a single model is difficult to preserve all the linguistic regularities of is-a relations extracted
from varied data sources and domains. Furthermore, models learned from one knowledge
source are not necessarily effective to extract is-a relations from another source, while it is a
common practice to construct large-scale taxonomies from multiple Web sources [6,10,31].

To address this problem, we propose a weakly supervised framework to extract is-a rela-
tions automatically. In the initial stage, we build piecewise linear projection models trained
on samples from the initial Chinese taxonomy [18]. In this stage, aK-means-based incremen-
tal clustering technique is employed to group is-a relations with similar semantics together.
In each cluster, a separate model maps entities to their respective hypernyms in the embed-

1 Baidu Baike (http://baike.baidu.com/) is one of the largest online encyclopedia websites in China. The
example is taken from the online version Baidu Baike in June, 2016.
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ding space. After that, clustering results are updated incrementally with projection models
retrained in an iterative manner. In each iteration, we extract previously unseen is-a relations
from a collection of unlabeled <entity, category> pairs. To avoid “semantic drift” [3], a
bi-criteria optimization method is proposed such that only those extracted is-a relations that
are validated by three types of Chinese patterns in a corpus can be labeled as “positive” and
added to the training set. In this way, projection models for the target knowledge source are
trained without human labeling efforts.

In summary, we make the following major contributions in this paper:

– We propose a weakly supervised method to extract is-a relations from user-generated
categories.

– We introduce an incremental learning method to learn model parameters to map embed-
ding vectors of hyponyms to their respective hypernyms.

– Extensive experiments are conducted on a public Chinese is-a test set to illustrate the
effectiveness of the proposed approach, with an application presented for the demonstra-
tion purpose.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the related work. In
Sect. 3, we overview our prior work on Chinese taxonomy construction based on Wikipedia.
Details of our approach for addressing the is-a relation extraction problem are described in
Sect. 4. The process of experimental data construction is introduced in Sect. 5. Experimental
results are presented in Sect. 6. We conclude our paper and discuss the future work in Sect. 7.

2 Related work

The is-a relation extraction or taxonomy learning problem has been addressed by identifying
hyponyms and their hypernyms from various data sources. Here, we present a summarization
of methods on is-a relation extraction and discuss how they can be employed for Chinese
is-a relation extraction.

Some knowledge graphs have handcraft, fixed taxonomies with fine quality, such as NELL
and DBpedia. In these taxonomies, is-a knowledge is manually obtained by human experts.
In NELL, categories are manually arranged into a hierarchical structure so that entities are
extracted from texts and mapped to certain categories by coupled training [2,3]. In DBpedia,
entities are mapped to a cross-lingual, universal taxonomy by contributors of the project [15].
The major drawback of manually constructed taxonomies is relatively low coverage, espe-
cially in newly emerged areas and specific domains.

Patternmatching-basedmethods employ syntactic/lexical patterns to extract is-a relations.
The early work introduced by Hearst [11] utilizes manually designed patterns to obtain is-a
relations from text corpora. For instance, based on the sentence pattern NP1 such as NP2,
it can be inferred that NP2 is a hypernym of NP1, where NP1 and NP2 are noun phases. These
patterns are effective for English and are used to build the largest taxonomy Probase from a
large-scale Web text corpus [33]. However, it is hard to handcraft all valid is-a patterns. As
Fu et al. [9] suggest, many is-a relations are expressed in highly flexible manners in Chinese
and these approaches have limited extraction accuracy.

Dictionaries, thesauri and encyclopedias can serve as knowledge sources to construct
object hierarchies. Suchanek et al. [27] link concepts in Wikipedia to WordNet synsets [23]
by considering the textual patterns of Wikipedia categories. Melo and Weikum [4] utilize
the category systems fromWikipedia editions of different languages to integrate multilingual
taxonomic data. Lin et al. [20] present an entity detection and typing approach for entities that
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are not present in Wikipedia using entities present in Wikipedia and the Freebase semantic
types. A drawback of these methods is that Chinese is a relatively low-resourced language
and it is difficult to apply these methods directly. For example, there is no Chinese version
of Freebase available. For Chinese, our prior work [18] introduces a set of language-specific
features to predict is-a relations using an SVM classifier and construct a large-scale Chinese
taxonomy from Wikipedia. For the Chinese language, a semantic lexicon named HowNet
[7] contains over 800 “sememes” (i.e., a basic semantic unit, similar to synsets in WordNet),
extracted from 6000 Chinese characters. Fu et al. [10] utilize multiple data sources such
as encyclopedias and search engine results to design a ranking function in order to extract
the most possible hypernym given an entity. These methods are more precise than free-text
extraction approaches, but have limited scope constrained by sources.

Text inference approachesmakeuse of distributional similaritymeasures,whichgobeyond
pattern matching methods but instead compare the contexts of word pairs in a corpus to
infer their relations indirectly. Kotlerman et al. [14] consider the asymmetric property of
is-a relations and design directional similarity measures to make lexical inference. Wong
et al. [32] distinguish non-taxonomic concept pairs from taxonomic pairs based on existing
domain ontology and unstructured text. One potential limitation of text inference approaches
for Chinese is that the contexts in Chinese are usually flexible and sparse. As a result, these
measures are not very effective to distinguish is-a or not-is-a relations.

To tackle the data sparsity problem, word embedding-based approaches have been pro-
posed, which benefit NLP tasks, such as sentiment classification [37,38], machine translation
[36], question answering [34], query expansion [5], etc. In these approaches, words are
mapped to a low-dimensional space by training neural network-based language models, such
as CBOW, Skip-gram [21], GloVe [24]. The dense word representations are more likely to
deal with the context sparsity issue in Chinese stemmed from the flexible expressions. The
state-of-the-art method in [9] for the Chinese language is most related to ours, which takes a
Chinese thesaurus as a-priori knowledge and train piecewise linear projection models based
on word embeddings. Additionally, Yu et al. [35] design a distance-margin neural network
model to learn term embeddings as features to identify is-a pairs. In this paper, we fur-
ther improve the performance of the word embedding-based method by iterative learning of
projection models and is-a relation selection based on Chinese hypernym/hyponym patterns.

3 Prior work: initial Chinese taxonomy construction

The initial Chinese taxonomy is constructed based on our previous work [18]. In that work,
we take Chinese Wikipedia as the knowledge source, develop mining methods to extract
entities, classes and is-a relations from Wikipedia, and build up the entire taxonomy using
a bottom-up strategy. Detailed statistics and analysis of our taxonomy will be introduced in
Sect. 5.

Wikipedia has a relatively large andwell-organized category system in a tree-like structure,
which enables us to construct a taxonomy. Formally, a taxonomy is defined as follows:

Definition 1 (Taxonomy) A taxonomy T = (V, R) is a rooted, labeled tree where nodes V
are entities or classes and edges R represent is-a relations. Specifically, for each non-root
x ∈ V , there exists a class y ∈ V where x is a hyponym of y.

Following the work in Fu et al. [9], is-a relations are regarded as asymmetric and transitive
relations. However, it is a non-trivial task to identify these is-a relations from Wikipedia
because most categories express the semantic relatedness to the entity, or the topics or fields
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the entity belongs to, instead of is-a relations (see also [25,27]). In our work, we extract is-a
relations from categories by a classifier and build up the entire taxonomy using inference
based rules. We briefly summarize these approaches in the next subsections.

3.1 Low-level is-a relation classification

To distinguish is-a relations from others, we design a classifier-based scoring function. Given
an entity x , a category inWikipedia y, and two sets of featuresF1 andF2, the function outputs
a positive number for is-a relation; negative otherwise, defined as follows:

f (x, y) = w1
T · F1(x, y) + w2

T · F2(y) + w0

where F1(x, y) considers both information of x and y (called entity-dependent features)
while F2(y) (called entity-independent features) only takes the properties of y into account.
w1 and w2 are the respective weight vectors and w0 is the bias term.

The two feature sets are introduced as follows. Features 1–4 are entity-independent fea-
tures, while features 5–7 are entity-dependent features.

Feature 1: (Category Length) If the length of a category (i.e., number of words in a category
name after word segmentation) is too long or short, it may be too general or too specific to
describe the class of an entity.

Feature 2: (POS Tag) A valid class name is usually a noun or a noun phrase. We use the
POS tag of the head word of the category as a feature.

Feature 3: (Thematic Category) As is described in [25], some categories, such as finance,
politics, entertainment, are thematic categories rather than conceptual classes. We have col-
lected a set of themes in Chinese and take whether a category or the head word of a category
is a thematic word as a feature.

Feature 4: (Language Pattern) In English, a conceptual category is often in the form of
premodifier + head word + postmodifier (see [27]). We have observed that
in Chinese, the corresponding pattern is premodifier + + head word where is
an auxiliary character in Chinese. We take whether the category name fits this pattern as a
feature.

Feature 5: (Common Sequence) In Chinese, an entity and a category may have a common
subsequence. For example, the category (political party) is a correct class for
the entity (Labor Party). We take the existence of the common sequence as a
feature.

Feature 6: (Head Word) Similar to Feature 5, if the longest common sequence (LCS) of an
entity and a category is the head word of the category, the category is likely to be a valid
class.

Feature 7: (Purity) Let Ey be an entity set such that for each entity e ∈ Ey , there exists a
category named y in that entity page. Intuitively, if most entities Ey are person names, the
category y is likely to be a valid class related to people. We employ named entity recognition
(NER) to tag entities. The purity of a category y is defined as:

purity(y) = max
l∈L

|El ∩ Ey |
|Ey |

where L is a collection of NE tags and El is the collections of entities that are labeled as l.
We define whether purity(y) is larger than a threshold as a feature.
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3.2 High-level is-a relation inference

The is-a relation classification approach is not sufficient for building the entire taxonomy.This
is because most hypernyms harvested by the previous method are relatively low level and
specific (e.g., 20th-century Chinese Businessman), lacking high-level classes
(e.g., Person).

To solve this issue, we further design two methods to infer high-level is-a relations.
Implementation details can be found in [18]. The first method is the inference based on rela-
tional categories in Wikipedia. Take the Wikipedia page w.r.t. Albert Einstein as an
example. We may extract a relation (Albert Einstein, graduate-from, ETH
Zurich) from the category named ETH Zurich Alumni. This indicates that the two
is-a relations holds: (Albert Einstein, is-a, Person) and (ETH Zurich, is-a,
Educational Institution). Similarity, the is-a relation (Albert Einstein,
is-a, Person) can be extracted from the property (Albert Einstein, die-in,
1955), where this property is learned from the category called 1955 Deaths. Therefore,
we design two inference rules for the subject class and the objective class given a type of
relations, and only one inference rule for the subject class given a type of property. The
relation and property extraction method is introduced in [27]. In our taxonomy construction
system, we implement 70 regular expressions for category pattern matching and only use
inference rules with high accuracy. Some examples of inference rules and their respective
performance are shown in Table 1.

The secondmethod determines whether there is an is-a relation between two classes under
the framework of associated rule mining. Briefly, define �(y) as the collection of hyponyms
of y extracted previously. For two classes yi and y j , the confidence of the relation (yi , is-a,
y j ) is calculated as:

conf(yi , y j ) = |�(yi ) ∩ �(y j )|
|�(yi )|

We can see conf(yi , y j ) determines whether yi is a subclass (i.e., hyponym) of y j . When
conf(yi , y j ) is no less than a threshold, the relation (yi , is-a, y j ) holds. For example, we
can infer the relation (Chinese Pop Music Composer, is-a, Person) based on
the respective numbers of entities with classes Chinese Pop Music Composer and
Person.

Table 1 Examples of inference rules for is-a relation inference

Sub. class Obj. class Regular expression #Relations Accuracy (%)

City Region 32,091 100

(.* Province) City

Politician Position 13,881 100

(.*(Committee Member| Congressman))

Person – 10,148 99

(.∗? \ d{1, 4} Year) Deaths
Monarch – 3,649 100

(.∗?)(Monarch|King)
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Finally, the taxonomy is constructed in a bottom-up manner via incorporating three oper-
ations. In summary, the process of taxonomy construction can be divided into three phases,
namely node merging, cycle removal and sub-tree merging. Node merging combines sev-
eral is-a relations with the same hypernyms/hyponyms into a tree structure. Cycle removal
removes any cycles produced in the node merging process. Sub-tree merging connects all
generated sub-trees to form a complete taxonomy. In the taxonomy, we treat all the leaf
nodes as entities and others as classes, and label is-a relations between classes and entities
as instance-of relations, others as subclass-of relations.

4 Weakly supervised is-a relation extraction

In this section, we describe the formal definition of our problem. The motivation of our
method is discussed, and the detailed steps are introduced, namely initial model training and
iterative learning process. Important notations are summarized in Table 2.

4.1 Our task

The input knowledge source is a collection of known is-a relations, sampled from the taxon-
omy. Given the is-a relations R, based on the transitivity property, all correct is-a relations
are in the transitive closure of R, defined as:

R∗ =
∞⋃

i=0

R(i)

R(i+1) = R ◦ R(i)

with initial condition R(0) = R and ◦ being the composition operator of relations.
To extract is-a relations from user-generated categories, we obtain the collection of entities

E from the knowledge source (such as Baidu Baike). The set of user-generated categories for

Table 2 Important notations

Notation Description

R Positive is-a relations

R∗ Transitive closure of R

U Unlabeled word pairs

T = (V, R) An existing taxonomy

v(x) Embedding vector of word x

Mk Projection matrix of the kth cluster

bk Vector offset of the kth cluster

ck Centroid vector of the kth cluster

Ck Collection of word pairs in the kth cluster

f (t)
M (xi , yi ) Model-based prediction for word pair (xi , yi ) in t th iteration

f (t)
P (xi , yi ) Pattern-based prediction for word pair (xi , yi ) in t th iteration

PS(t)(xi , yi ) Positive score for (xi , yi ) in t th iteration

NS(t)(xi , yi ) Negative score for (xi , yi ) in t th iteration
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Table 3 Examples of three observations. We use l2 norm of vector offsets to quantify the differences

Example with English Translation Difference

True positive 1.03 ≈ 0.99

v(Japan) − v(Country) ≈ v(Australia) − v(Country)

Obs. 1 1.03 �≈ 0.71

v(Japan) − v(Country) �≈ v(Japan) − v(Asian Country)

Obs. 2 1.03 �≈ 1.32

v(Japan) − v(Country) �≈ v(Sovereign State) − v(Country)

Obs. 3 1.03 �≈ 0.39

v(Japan) − v(Country) �≈ v(Watermelon) − v(Fruit)

each x ∈ E is denoted as Cat (x). Thus, we need to design a learning algorithm F based on
R∗ to predict whether there is an is-a relation between x and y where x ∈ E and y ∈ Cat (x).
In this way, we harvest new is-a knowledge automatically to expand the Chinese taxonomy
without any human intervention. Define U = {(x, y)|x ∈ E, y ∈ Cat (x)} as the unlabeled
word pairs (i.e., candidate is-a relations).We define the task of taxonomy learning as follows:

Definition 2 (Taxonomy Learning) Given a collection of is-a relations R∗ derived from a
taxonomy T and a collection of unlabeled word pairs U , the task is to extract is-a relations
from U based on T .

It is worth noting that our task definition can be fitted in any language settings. Due to the
research challenges in learning relations in Chinese, we only focus on Chinese is-a relation
extraction in this paper.

4.2 Observations and general framework

To our knowledge, the state-of-the-art method for Chinese is-a relation extraction is the word
embedding-based approach in [9]. In their work, the projection parameters of a piecewise
linear projection model learned from a Chinese thesaurus are used to identify is-a relations
in encyclopedias. In this paper, we take a deeper look at the word vectors of hyponyms and
hypernyms. As a preliminary experiment, we randomly sample is-a relations from the initial
Chinese taxonomy and a Chinese thesaurus CilinE.2 Denote v(x) as the embedding vector
of word x . We compute the offsets of embedding vectors (i.e., v(x) − v(y)) where x is the
hyponym of y. We have three observations, with examples shown in Table 3.

– Observation 1 For a fixed x , if y1 and y2 are hypernyms of different abstraction levels,
it is likely that v(x) − v(y1) �≈ v(x) − v(y2). For example, Country is a high-level
hypernym of Japan while Asian Country covers a narrow spectrum of entities.

– Observation 2 If (x1, instance-of, y1) and (x2, subclass-of, y2) hold, it is
probable that v(x1)−v(y1) �≈ v(x2)−v(y2). Although both instance-of and subclass-of
are is-a relations in a broad sense, the is-a relations between (i) entities and classes, and
(ii) classes and classes are different in semantics.

– Observation 3 For is-a pairs in two different domains (x1, y1) and (x2, y2), it is likely that
v(x1) − v(y1) �≈ v(x2) − v(y2). This implies that is-a relations can be divided into more

2 http://www.ltp-cloud.com/download/
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Fig. 1 General framework of the proposed approach

fine-grained relations based on their topics, such as politics, grocery. A similar finding is
also presented in [9].

These situations bring the challenges in modeling is-a relations correctly. Furthermore,
is-a relations across different knowledge sources vary in characteristics. For example, is-a
relations in a Chinese thesaurus such asCilinE are mostly subclass-of relations between con-
cepts, while a large number of is-a relations derived fromonline encyclopedias are instance-of
relations, especially in the emerging domains, such as the Internet, new technologies. The
differences of is-a representations between knowledge sources suggest that a simple model
trained on the taxonomy is not effective for is-a extraction from encyclopedias. The obser-
vations prompt us to take a two-stage process to deal with this problem. In the initial stage,
we train piecewise linear projection models based on the taxonomy, aiming to learn prior
representations of is-a relations in the embedding space. Next, we iteratively extract new is-a
relations from user-generated categories using models in the previous round and Chinese
hypernym/hyponym patterns to adjust our models accordingly. The characteristics of is-a
relations of the target source are learned in a step-by-step manner. The general framework
of this approach is illustrated in Fig. 1.

4.3 Initial model training

To learn word embeddings, Mikolov et al. [21] previously proposed two models (i.e., CBOW
and Skip-gram) that can efficiently capture the semantics of wordswith low runtime complex-
ity. As their experiments on large corpora show, the Skip-grammodel has higher performance.
Thus, we first train a Skip-gram model on a Chinese text corpus with over 1 billion words to
obtain word embeddings.

In the Skip-grammodel, eachword x is projected to its low-dimensional embedding vector
v(x). After that, a log-linear classifier takes the embedding vector of the word as input and
predicts the context words. Formally, the conditional probability of the context word u given
the current word x is defined as:

Pr(u|x) = exp(v(u)T · v(x))∑
u′ ∈V exp(v(u ′

)T · v(x))

where V is the vocabulary collection over the entire text corpus.
In previousworks,Mikolov et al. [22] and Fu et al. [9] employ vector offsets and projection

matrices to map words to their hypernyms, respectively. In this paper, we further combine the
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two relation representations together in the embedding space. For a pair (xi , yi ), we assume
a projection matrix M and an offset vector b map xi to yi in the form:

M · v(xi ) + b = v(yi )

To capture the multiple implicit language regularities in the training data, we follow the
piecewise model training technique in [9]. We first partition the is-a relations R∗ into K
groups by K-means, denoted as R∗ = ⋃K

k=1 Ck where Ck is the collection of is-a pairs in
the kth cluster and K is the number of clusters. Each pair (xi , yi ) ∈ R∗ is represented as the
vector offset v(xi ) − v(yi ) for clustering. In each cluster, we assume is-a relations share the
same projection matrix and vector offset. Therefore, we aim to learn K projection matrices
and offset vectors as representations of is-a relations. For each clusterCk (k = 1, 2, · · · , K ),
we aim to minimize the following objective function:

J (Mk, bk;Ck) = 1

|Ck |
∑

(xi ,yi )∈Ck

‖Mk · v(xi ) + bk − v(yi )‖2

whereMk and bk are the projectionmatrix and the offset vector forCk , learned via Stochastic
Gradient Descent (SGD).

4.4 Iterative learning process

In the iterative learning process, we train is-a relation projection models on a series of
dynamically enlarged training set R(t) (t = 1, 2, · · · , T ). Themain idea is to update clustering
results and prediction models iteratively in order to achieve a better generalization ability on
the target knowledge source.

Initialization We have two datasets: (i) the positive is-a relation collection R(1) = R∗ and
(ii) the unlabeled word pair collection U = {(xi , yi )}, which is created from user-generated
categories. Usually, we have |U | � |R(1)|. Denote C (t)

k as the collection of is-a pairs, c(t)
k

as the cluster centroid, and M(t)
k and b(t)

k as model parameters in the kth cluster of the t th

iteration. We setC (1)
k = Ck , c(1)

k = 1
|Ck |

∑
(xi ,yi )∈Ck

v(xi )−v(yi ), M(1)
k = Mk and b(1)

k = bk

as the initial values.

Iterative Process For each iteration t = 1, . . . , T , the models and the datasets are updated as
follows:

– Step 1. Randomly sample δ · |U | instances from U and denote it as U (t) where δ is a
sampling factor, experimentally set to 0.2. For each (xi , yi ) ∈ U (t), compute the cluster
ID as

pi = arg min
k=1,··· ,K ‖v(xi ) − v(yi ) − c(t)

k ‖

We first compute the difference d(t)(xi , yi ) as

d(t)(xi , yi ) = ‖Mpi · v(xi ) + bpi − v(yi )‖
The smaller the difference is, the larger the probability of there being an is-a relation
between xi and yi is. The prediction result of our model is:

f (t)
M (xi , yi ) = I (d(t)(xi , yi ) < ε)
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where ε is a pre-defined threshold and I (·) is an indicator function that outputs 1 if the
condition holds and 0 otherwise. We use U (t)

− to represent word pairs in U (t) predicted
as “positive” in this step.

– Step 2. For each (xi , yi ) ∈ U (t)
− , predict the label (is-a or not-is-a) by the pattern-based

relation selection method (introduced in Sect. 4.5), denoted as f (t)
P (xi , yi ). Define U

(t)
+

to be the extracted is-a relations with high confidence at the t th iteration:

U (t)
+ = {(xi , yi ) ∈ U (t)

− | f (t)
P (xi , yi ) = 1}

Update the two datasets as follows: (i) U = U \U (t)
+ and (ii) R(t+1) = R(t) ∪U (t)

+ . This
means only candidate is-a relation instances that are predicted as “positive” by both the
updated piecewise linear projection model and the pattern-based method can be added
to the training set.

– Step 3. Denote the collection of is-a pairs in U (t)
+ that belongs to the kth cluster as U (t)

k .

Update the cluster centroid c(t)
k as follows:

c(t+1)
k = c(t)

k + λ · 1

|U (t)
k |

∑

(xi ,yi )∈U (t)
k

(v(xi ) − v(yi ) − c(t)
k )

where λ is a learning rate in (0, 1) that controls the speed of cluster centroid “drift” over
time. Re-assign the membership of clusters C (t+1)

k for each (xi , yi ) ∈ R(t+1) based on
new centroids.

– Step 4. For each cluster C (t+1)
k , update model parameters by minimizing the objective

function:

J (M(t+1)
k , b(t+1)

k ;C (t+1)
k ) = 1

|C (t+1)
k |
∑

(xi ,yi )∈C(t+1)
k

‖M(t+1)
k · v(xi ) + b(t+1)

k − v(yi )‖2

with the initial parameter values M(t+1)
k = M(t)

k and b(t+1)
k = b(t)

k .

Model Prediction After the training phase, given a pair (xi , yi ) in the test set, our method
predicts that xi is the hyponym of yi if at least one of the following conditions holds:

1. (xi , yi ) is in the transitive closure of R(T+1) (based on transitivity property of is-a rela-
tions).

2. f (T+1)
M (xi , yi ) = 1 (based on final model prediction).

Discussion The key techniques of the algorithm lie in two aspects: (i) combination of seman-
tic and syntactic-lexico is-a extraction and (ii) incremental learning. The positive relation
selection method in Step 2 can also be regarded as a variant of coupled learning [2]. We
ensure that only when the results of semantic projection and pattern-based approach are
consistent, these relations are added to our training set. Also, at each iteration, the model
parameters are updated incrementally. By solving the recurrent formula, the update rule of
centroids in Step 3 is equivalent to:
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Table 4 Examples of Chinese hypernym/hyponym patterns

y is a candidate hypernym and xi and x j are candidate hyponyms appeared in the corpus

c(T+1)
k = (1 − λ)T · c(1)

k + λ ·
T∑

t=1

(
(1 − λ)T−t

|U (t)
k |

·
∑

(xi ,yi )∈U (t)
k

(v(xi ) − v(yi ) − c(t)
k ))

We can see that c(T+1)
k is a weighted average of vector offsets of is-a relations added into

the cluster, where the weight increases exponentially over time. With cluster assignments
and prediction models updated, our models gradually fit the semantics of new is-a relations
extracted from the unlabeled dataset.

4.5 Pattern-based relation selection

We now introduce the pattern-based approach used in Step 2 of the iterative learning pro-
cess. Although Chinese patterns for relation extraction cannot guarantee high Precision and
coverage, we employ them as a “validation” source for model-based extraction results. The
goal of this method is to select only a small portion of relations as U (t)

+ from U (t)
− with high

confidence to add to the training set R(t).
Previously, Fu et al. [10] design several Chinese Hearst-style patterns manually for is-a

extraction. In this paper, we collect a broader spectrum of patterns related to is-a relations,
and categorize them into three types: “Is-A,” “Such-As” and “Co-Hyponym.” The examples
are shown in Table 43. We can see that an “Is-A” pattern establishes a one-to-one mapping
from y to xi . A “Such-As” pattern establishes a one-to-many mapping from y to xi and
x j . Additionally, there is a possible co-hyponym relation between xi and x j appeared in a
“Such-As” or “Co-Hyponym” pattern.

In summary, we have the following two observations:

– Observation 4 If xi and ymatch an “Is-A” or “Such-As” pattern, there is a large probability
that xi is the hyponym of y. Let n1(xi , y) be the number of matches for xi and y in a text
corpus.

– Observation 5 If xi and x j match a “Such-As” or “Co-Hyponym” pattern, there is a large
probability that no is-a relation exists between xi and x j . Let n2(xi , x j ) be the number
of matches for xi and x j , and n2(xi ) be the number of matches for xi and x∗ where x∗
is an arbitrary hyponym other than xi .

3 In practice, there can be over two candidate hyponyms in “Such-As” and “Co-Hyponym” patterns. For
simplicity, we only list two here, denoted as xi and x j .
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In this algorithm, we utilize the prediction results of projectionmodels and Chinese hyper-
nym/hyponym patterns jointly to decide which relations in U (t)

− should be added into U (t)
+ .

For each (xi , yi ) ∈ U (t)
− , denote PS(t)(xi , yi ) and NS(t)(xi , yi ) as the positive and negative

scores that indicate the level of confidence. We define the positive score based on the model
prediction and the statistics from Observation 4:

PS(t)(xi , yi ) = α · (1 − d(t)(xi , yi )

max
(x,y)∈U (t)

−
d(t)(x, y)

)

+(1 − α) · n1(xi , yi ) + γ

max
(x,y)∈U (t)

−
n1(x, y) + γ

where α ∈ (0, 1) is a tuningweight to balance the two factors and γ is a smoothing parameter.
For simplicity, we empirically set α = 0.5 and γ = 1 in this paper and leave the optimal
settings for future research.

We define the negative score based on the statistics from Observation 5 as follows:

NS(t)(xi , yi ) = log
n2(xi , yi ) + γ

(n2(xi ) + γ ) · (n2(yi ) + γ )

A high negative score between xi and yi means the strong evidence of the frequent co-
occurrence of xi and yi in “Such-As” or “Co-Hyponym” patterns. It means that xi and yi
are likely to be co-hyponyms, indicating that there is a low probability of the existence of an
is-a relation between them.

A bi-criteria optimization problem can be formed where positive and negative scores
should be maximized and minimized simultaneously, which is hard to optimize. We further
covert it into a positive score maximization problem with negative score constraints:

max
∑

(xi ,yi )∈U (t)
+

PS(t)(xi , yi )

s. t.
∑

(xi ,yi )∈U (t)
+

NS(t)(xi , yi ) < θ,U (t)
+ ⊂ U (t)

− , |U (t)
+ | = m

where m is the size of U (t)
+ and θ is used to constrain negative score limits. This problem is

a special case of the budgeted maximum coverage problem [13], which is NP-hard. Based
on the proof in [13], the objective function ismonotone and submodular, indicating a greedy
algorithm can be employed to solve this problem efficiently.

We design a greedy relation selection algorithm with the accuracy of 1 − 1
e , shown in

Algorithm 1. It starts with the initialization step to setU (t)
+ = ∅. After that, it iteratively adds

a pair (xi , yi ) in U (t)
− to U (t)

+ to maximize the objective function, as long as no constraints

are violated. The algorithm stops when m pairs are selected and added intoU (t)
+ . Finally, for

each (xi , yi ) ∈ U (t)
− , we make the prediction as: f (t)

P (xi , yi ) = I ((xi , yi ) ∈ U (t)
+ ), used in

Step 2 in our iterative learning method.

5 Experimental data construction

In this section, we introduce how we construct all the experimental data to evaluate the pro-
posed approach. For the sake of completeness, we begin by describing the detailed statistics
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Algorithm 1 Greedy Relation Selection Algorithm

Input: Collection of is-a relations U (t)
− , a large Chinese text corpus.

Output: Collection of is-a relations U (t)
+ .

1: Initialize U (t)
+ = ∅;

2: while |U (t)
+ | < m do

3: Select candidate is-a pair with largest PS: (xi , yi ) = argmax
(xi ,yi )∈U (t)

+
PS(t)(xi , yi );

4: Remove the pair from U (t)
− : U (t)

− = U (t)
− \ {(xi , yi )};

5: if NS(t)(xi , yi ) + ∑
(x,y)∈U (t)

+
NS(t)(x, y) < θ then

6: Add the pair to U (t)
+ : U (t)

+ = U (t)
+ ∪ {(xi , yi )};

7: end if
8: end while
9: return Collection of is-a relations U (t)

+ ;

Table 5 Datasets summarization Dataset Positive Negative Unlabeled

Wiki taxonomy 7312 – –

Unlabeled set – – 78,080

Development set 349 1071 –

Test set 1042 3223 –

Table 6 Size and accuracy of
relations in the taxonomy

Relation #Relation instances Accuracy

subclass-of 85,072 95.85 ± 2.16%

instance-of 1,233,291 97.80 ± 0.86%

Total 1,317,956 97.60 ± 0.71%

of our initial taxonomy. Next, we describe all the datasets used in weakly supervised is-a
relation extraction. The statistics of all our word pair datasets are summarized in Table 5.

5.1 Initial taxonomy

The data source of the initial taxonomy is the Chinese Wikipedia dump from September
12, 2014. Every title of articles in the Wikipedia dump is considered as a candidate entity
after we filter out pages without useful information and remove list pages, redirect pages,
disambiguation pages, template pages and administrative pages. Every category name in the
Wikipedia category system is regarded as a candidate class. In total, we extract 677,246
candidate entities for Chinese taxonomy construction.

In the taxonomy, there are a total of 581,616 entities and 79,470 classes. We randomly
select 2000 relations from each set of relations (i.e., instance-of, subclass-of and thewhole is-
a relations) and ask human annotators to manually label whether a relation instance is correct
or not. We calculate the confidence interval of accuracy with significance level α = 0.05. As
shown in Table 6, the accuracy is over 95% for both instance-of and subclass-of relations.

To understand the topological structure of the constructed taxonomy,wemeasure the depth
and breadth of the taxonomy tree. We find that the depth ranges from 3 to 9, and the breadth
ranges from 87 to 882,473. We also evaluate the ability of the taxonomy on abstraction and
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Fig. 2 Distribution of depth of
entities in the initial taxonomy
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Fig. 3 Distribution of the
numbers of children of classes in
the initial taxonomy
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expression of entities. In Fig. 2, it shows that entities with the depth of 6 account for 44% of
the entity set. We also count the number of children (i.e., subclasses and entities) for each
class. As shown in Fig. 3, the number of classes decreases rapidly as the number of children
increases.

To train the initial projection models, we randomly sample a subset of is-a relations from
the transitivity closure of the taxonomy as the positive training data. Because the constructed
taxonomy is not 100% accurate, we ask human annotators to filter out incorrect is-a relation
instances. Finally, we obtain 7,312 true is-a relations out of 7,500 pairs sampled from the
taxonomy.

5.2 Web text corpus

To learn word embeddings, we crawl 1.2M Web pages from Baidu Baike and extract the
contents to form aChinese text corpus.We use the open-source toolkitAnsj4 for Chineseword
segmentation and filter out noisy contents. The entire text corpus consists of 1.088B words
and 5.8M distinct words. Finally, we train a Skip-gram model to obtain 100-dimensional
embedding vectors of all the 5.8M words. We calculate the positive and negative scores
between word pairs for the pattern-based method in Sect. 4.5 using the same corpus.

4 http://nlpchina.github.io/ansj_seg/.
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Fig. 4 Distribution of the
number of categories per entity in
the unlabeled pair set
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5.3 Unlabeled user-generated categories

To construct the unlabeled set (i.e., candidate is-a relations), we randomly sample 0.1M
entities from the Baidu Baike corpus. We extract all the user-generated categories of these
entities, filter out entities without user-generated categories and finally obtain 78K <entity,
category> pairs. Based on the statistical analysis, the average number of categories per entity
is 4.10. The distribution of the number of categories per entity is illustrated in Fig. 4.

5.4 Test set

To our knowledge, the only publicly available dataset for evaluating Chinese is-a relation
extraction is published in [9], containing 1391 is-a relations and 4294 unrelated entity pairs.
We use it to evaluate our method by splitting the dataset into 1/4 for parameter tuning and
3/4 for testing randomly.

6 Experimental results

In this section, we conduct comprehensive experiments to evaluate the proposed approach.
We also compare it with state-of-the-art methods and present an application based on the
extended Chinese taxonomy to make the convincing conclusion.

6.1 Initial learning step

In the initial step, we train the piecewise linear projection models based on the initial
taxonomy. Given a word pair (xi , yi ), we predict it as a positive is-a relation if ‖Mpi ·
v(xi ) + bpi − v(yi )‖ < ε where pi is the cluster ID of (xi , yi ) and ε is a threshold. To tune
the parameters of the initial model, we run the K-means algorithm several times and train
projection models. The number of clusters K ranges from 5 to 30, and we vary the threshold
ε from 0.85 to 1.20. In Fig. 5, we report the detailed evaluation results on the development
set. The evaluation metrics that we employ are Precision, Recall and F-Measure.

From the experimental results, we can see that our method is not very sensitive to the
number of clusters K . When we set K = 10, our initial model achieves the best performance
with a 73.9% F-measure, as shown in Fig. 5b. When K is too small, the different linguistic
regularities in a collection of is-a relations are not well distinguished. On the other hand, if
K is too large, the numbers of training data in some clusters tend to be small, leading to poor
training effects.
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Fig. 5 Tuning of the number of clusters K and the threshold parameter ε in the initial model training step
over the development set. a K = 5, b K = 10, c K = 15, d K = 20, e K = 25, f K = 30

We also vary the value of parameter ε in different settings of the cluster number K . As
illustrated in Fig. 5, the Precision decreases and the Recall increases when ε becomes larger.
In terms of F-Measure, the optimal setting of ε ranges from 0.95 to 1.15 in our experiments.
When K = 10, the highest F-measure is achieved when ε is set to 1.05.
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Fig. 6 Precision of selected is-a
relations based on Chinese
hypernym/hyponym patterns
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Fig. 7 Tuning of parameter λ

over the development set
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6.2 Iterative learning step

In this subsection, we illustrate the performance of the iterative learning method in various
aspects. The accuracy of the selected is-a relations in Sect. 4.5 is essential to guarantee the
performance of our iterative learning algorithm. We first use our initial model and Chinese
hypernym/hyponym patterns to select top-m word pairs from unlabeled user-generated cat-
egories. Each time, we estimate the Precision of the extracted is-a relations by randomly
sampling and labeling 20% of these pairs. We also implement two variants of our approach.
In Fig. 6, Full is the complete implementation of our method in Sect. 4.5. No-Neg refers to
the method which only maximizes the sum of positive scores, ignoring the negative score
constraints. No-Pattern does not use any Chinese hypernym/hyponym patterns and only con-
siders the prediction results of the projection model. The numberm ranges from 50 to 1,000,
and we report the performance using the evaluation metric of Precision@m.

From the experimental results, we can see that our method has the Precision of over
95% even when m = 1000. This means these extracted is-a pairs can be safely put into
the training set in the next iteration. Therefore, we can update the projection models and
clustering results without human intervention as long as we restrict that the number m is
not too large. No-Neg performs slightly worse than Full (i.e., a 3% drop in Precision with
m = 1000), indicating the effectiveness of negative score constraints. This means that the
“Such-As” and “Co-Hyponym” patterns can help us filter out some of the false positives in
the relation selection phase. The Precision of No-Pattern drops in a faster rate than Full and
No-Neg when m increases. We set m = 500 in the next experiments because the Precision
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Fig. 8 Performance of the
iterative learning method in the
first 20 iterations over the
development set. a With the
pattern-based relation selection
method, b with no pattern-based
relation selection method
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of extracted is-a pairs is over 97%. This prevents the injection of a lot of false positives in a
large number of iterations.

We continue to run our iterative algorithm for 10 iterations and test the influence the
parameter on λ where λ is a “learning rate” that controls the speed of the drift of cluster
centroids. The performance w.r.t. parameter λ on the development set is illustrated in Fig. 7.
The algorithm has the highest performance when λ = 0.5 with the F-Measure of 74.8%.

To have a high-level picture of the iterative algorithm,we report the performance in the first
20 iterations on the development set. The parameter settings are λ = 0.5 andm = 500 based
on previous experiments. In Fig. 8a, these new is-a relations are selected based on Algorithm
1. The F-measure increases from 74.9 to 78.5% in the first 10 iterations, which shows that
newly extracted is-a relations can be of help to boost the performance of our models. The
F-measure slightly drops and finally keeps stable after 15 iterations with F-measure around
76.7%. The possible cause of the drop is that a few false positive pairs are still inevitably
selected by Algorithm 1 and added to the training set. After manual checking of these pairs,
the average accuracy is 98.8%. Some of the erroneous cases include:
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They express topic-of relations rather than is-a relations. The performance becomes stable
because the newly selected is-a relations tend to be similar to ones already in the training
set after a sufficient number of iterations. In Fig. 8b, we directly sample 500 word pairs
that are predicted as “positive” into our training set. Despite the slight improvement in the
first iteration, the performance drops significantly because a large number of false positive
instances are added to the training set for projection learning.

6.3 Comparison with previous methods

We evaluate the proposed approach and compare it with previous state-of-the-art methods
on the test set. The results are shown in Table 7.

We first re-implement three corpus-based is-a relation extraction methods on the Baidu
Baike corpus. The pattern matching method for English is-a relations is originally proposed
in [11]. For a Chinese corpus, we implement this method by employing Chinese Hearst-
style patterns translated by Fu et al. [10]. The result shows that hand-craft patterns have a low
coverage for Chinese is-a relation extraction because the language expressions in Chinese are
usually flexible. The automatic pattern detection approach in [26] improves the Recall from
19.8 to 28.1%. However, the Precision is dropped by 28.9% because the syntactic parser for
Chinese is still not sufficiently accurate, causing errors in feature extraction. The distributional
similarity measure introduced in [16] has a 58.1% F-measure and is not effective for our task
because the contexts of entities in the free text are sparse and noisy. We also directly take
our initial taxonomy based on Chinese Wikipedia [18] to match is-a relations in the test set.
The result has a 98.5% Precision but low Recall due to the limited coverage of is-a relations
in Chinese Wikipedia. The state-of-the-art word embedding-based approach in [9] achieves
the highest F-measure 73.3% compared to all the previous methods. It shows the projection
of word embeddings can model the semantics of Chinese is-a relations well.

We now discuss our weakly supervised relation extractionmethod (abbreviated asWSRE)
and its variants. In Table 7,WSRE (Initial) refers to the is-a extraction models trained in the
initial stage. Although it is similar to [9], F-measure is improved by 2% compared to [9]
because we consider both vector offsets and matrix projection in is-a representation learning,
which is more precise. WSRE (Random), WSRE (No-Neg) and WSRE employ the iterative

Table 7 Performance comparison between different methods on the test set

Method Precision (%) Recall (%) F-measure (%)

Previous methods

Hearst [11] 96.2 19.8 32.8

Snow [26] 67.3 28.1 39.6

Taxonomy [18] 98.5 25.4 40.4

DSM [16] 48.5 58.1 52.9

Embedding [9] 71.7 74.9 73.3

Our method and its variants

WSRE (initial) 74.1 76.7 75.3

WSRE (random) 69.0 75.7 72.2

WSRE (No-Neg) 75.4 80.1 77.6

WSRE 75.8 81.4 78.6

WSRE+taxonomy 78.8 84.7 81.6

Bold numbers mean that the score is the highest among all the methods
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learning process for is-a extraction. In WSRE (Random), new is-a relations added to the
training set are selected randomly from word pairs predicted as “positive” by our model.
WSRE (No-Neg) considers only maximizing positive scores in relation selection, ignoring
the effects of negative scores. WSRE is the full implementation of our method. Based on
the results, the performance of WSRE (Random) decreases because of false positives in
the training set. The F-measure of the latter two methods is increased by 2.3% and 3.3%,
respectively, compared to WSRE (Initial), which indicates that the proposed approach can
improve prediction performance and generalization ability. WSRE outperforms WSRE (No-
Neg) by 1% in F-measure, which shows the negative score constraints reduce the error rate in
the relation selection process. Overall, our approach outperforms the state-of-the-art method
[9] by 5.3% in F-measure.We further combine our method with the initial Chinese taxonomy
(WSRE+Taxonomy) and achieve an 81.6% F-measure, which is also better than Fu’s method
combined with the extension of a manually-built hierarchy, as shown in [9].

6.4 Error analysis

We analyze errors occurred in our algorithm. The majority of the errors (approximately
72%) stem from the difficulty in distinguishing related-to and is-a relations. Some word
pairs in the test set have very close semantic relations but are not strict is-a relations. Take
the pair (Traditional Chinese medicine), (Herb) as an example.
Most major components in traditional Chinese medicine are herbs. However, Herb is not a
hypernym of Traditional Chinese medicine from a medical point of view. These
cases are difficult to handle without additional knowledge. The errors in the iterative learning
process (discussed in Sect. 6.2) also contribute to inaccurate prediction of this type.

The rest of the errors are caused by the inaccurate representation learning for fine-grained
hypernyms. Take an example of the hyponym (Orchids) in the test set, our algorithm
recognizes that (Plant) is a correct hypernym, but it does not regard
(Monocotyledon) as a correct hypernym. The most probable cause of this error is that

(Monocotyledon) rarely appears in the corpus and is not well represented
in the embedding space. We will improve learning of word and relation embeddings in the
future.

We also provide some examples from the unlabeled word pairs based on the prediction of
the proposed approach, shown in Table 8. These examples show that our approach is generally
effective to distinguish is-a or not-is-a relations from user-generated categories with no other
contexts available. However, we have to admit that there are still inevitable errors in a few
cases.

6.5 Application and case study

To further demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach andvisualize the taxonomy,
we have applied the is-a relation extraction method in TaxVis, a taxonomy visualization and
query system, illustrated in Fig. 9. The system is implemented in JAVA and employs the
MySQL database to manage the taxonomy data. Besides providing the basic statistics of the
constructed Chinese taxonomy, the system provides an interface for users to look deeply
into the taxonomy by two types of queries, i.e., taxonomy query and is-a relation query. The
screenshots are shown in Fig. 9a, b, respectively.

The taxonomy query takes a class name and a layer size as input and outputs a sub-
taxonomy rooted from that class. Due to space limitation, for each class in the sub-taxonomy,
the system only visualizes at most k hyponyms of the class which again have the top-k
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Table 8 Examples of model prediction for user-generated categories

Bold category names indicate errors in prediction. (
√
: Positive, ×: Negative, P: Prediction result, T: Ground

truth)

largest numbers of hyponyms in the entire taxonomy. This process repeats until a sub-
taxonomy of the given layer size is retrieved or the leaves of taxonomy are reached. Figure 9a
illustrates the two-layer sub-taxonomy for (Creature). Three hyponyms of
(Creature) are (Animal), (Plant) and (Human). The second layer
shows hyponyms of these hyponyms, such as (Domesticated Animal),

(Wild Animal), (Extinct Animal), (Animal
in China), etc.

The is-a relation query returns hyponyms and hypernyms given a certain entity or class.
Similar to the taxonomy query, it retrieves at most k hyponyms and at most k hypernyms
of that entity or class. As shown in Fig. 9b, the class (City) has three hyper-
nyms (i.e., (Administrative Division), (Settlement of
Different Types) and (Region)), and several hyponyms, including
(Huge City), (Global City), (Independent City),

(City in China), etc.

7 Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we propose to extract Chinese is-a relations from user-generated categories
based on an initial Chinese taxonomy. Specifically, the task can be divided into two steps: ini-
tialmodel training and iterative learning. In the initial stage,word embedding-basedpiecewise
linear projection models are trained on the Chinese taxonomy to map entities to hypernyms.
Next, an iterative learning process combined with a pattern-based relation selection algo-
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Fig. 9 TaxVis: a taxonomy visualization and query system. a Screenshot of taxonomy query, b screenshot of
is-a relation query

rithm is introduced to update models without human supervision. Experimental results show
that this approach outperforms state-of-the-art methods. However, our experiments illustrate
that free-text Chinese relation extraction still suffers from low coverage. In the future, we
aim at addressing this issue by learning better entity and relations representations under the
guidance of existing knowledge.
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